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Defiant dollar in Q4
Developments since our Q3 USD outlook have kept the
broad US dollar elevated as the upside risks to our
mildly bearish stance materialised. In the third quarter,
supply chain disruption and increasing Covid cases in
parts of the world due to the Delta variant weighed on
global growth conditions, while rising inflation pressures
added to the deterioration in risk sentiment. Meanwhile,
a string of net hawkish FOMC meetings combined with
the inflationary backdrop and led to the US Treasury
curve bear steepening.
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Rising front-end yields placed pressure on yield sensitive currencies
like EUR and JPY – which together account for over 70% of the DXY
weighting – while the broader macro backdrop also promoted risk-off
flows into the greenback across the wider FX space.
Over the course of Q3, the DXY index traded towards the top of its year-to-date range,
largely due to weakness exhibited in yield sensitive currencies. However, towards the
end of September, the DXY index cracked through the 94 handle to carve fresh highs.
Amid the global backdrop of lower growth and higher inflation, the dollar is likely to stay
well bid in Q4. However, our latest forecasts now see the DXY index trading a percentage
point lower than current spot levels and back towards highs of its previous trading range
as the aggressive repricing in FX markets overextended in early October given our views
on back-end US rates this year. In the near-term, risks to our DXY forecasts are tilted to
the upside, largely due to the breakout in USDJPY to touch highs not seen since 2018.
However, over the medium-term, once global growth conditions pick up again in 2022
and inflation pressures moderate, a retracement in the broad US dollar is likely as
markets look to reposition into riskier assets once again.
USD broadly strengthens
in Q3 as macroeconomic
backdrop sours
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Monex’s October forecasts
1-month

3-month

6-month

12-month

EURUSD

1.165

1.17

1.18

1.20

USDJPY

112

112

113

113

GBPUSD

1.36

1.37

1.40

1.42

USDCNY

6.48

6.5

6.55

6.6

DXY

93.83

93.40

92.69

91.44

31st Oct 2021

31st Dec 2021

31st Mar 2022

30th Sept 2022

Dollar to remain elevated in Q4 but most supportive factors are
now priced in
With the US dollar now sitting just off year-to-date highs against most G10 peers, we
believe the next step for the dollar is marginally lower in Q4. Growth concerns
domestically in the US, and internationally in the UK, eurozone, and China, are largely
factored into market pricing after the aggressive September adjustment. Meanwhile, with
global Covid cases subsiding, consumption levels are likely to increase at the margin and
support global growth conditions – this is especially the case given the health of
household balance sheets following a sustained period of loose monetary and fiscal
stimulus. While rising energy and input costs pose a threat to the pick-up in growth
conditions in Q4, especially in the UK and eurozone, we believe a mere stabilisation in
global growth conditions will be sufficient for investors to start adding risk back to their
portfolios. This should weaken the dollar, but only at the margin as concerns around input
costs and inflation remain.

“The dollar’s downside is
likely to be limited when
measured using the DXY
index, largely due to the
widening of yield spreads
against eurozone and
Japanese bonds.”

US front-end yields are set to close the year
out on a firmer footing given the consensus
view that the Fed will kick start its QE
tapering process at or shortly after their
November meeting. Further upside in frontend USTs may also come from December’s
updated Summary of Economic Projections,
which could see the consensus shift to a
25bps hike in 2022 given the current
inflationary backdrop.

However, the impact of rising US yields is likely to be more concentrated on currencies
where monetary policy remains ultra-loose. Meanwhile, our view that the US 10-year has
limited upside from current levels suggests that widening front-end yield differentials are
unlikely to provide enough stimulus for the DXY to hold above the 94 handle.
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Outside of the euro and yen, we expect the dollar’s downside to be greater, especially
against commodity currencies that are currently benefitting from an improving terms of
trade given the latest rise in commodity prices.
Widening front-end yield spreads likely to keep the DXY index supported at elevated
levels in Q4

USD weakness to be more prominent in 2022 as growth comes back
online
With global growth conditions expected to improve in 2022 as supply chain disruptions
largely dissipate and displaced economic activity in H2 2021 returns, the dollar is likely to
exhibit greater downside. The improvement in economic conditions should facilitate
broad USD weakness, with even yield sensitive currencies like the euro taking ground
against the dollar on the improved growth conditions. While inflation is likely to stay
elevated as second-round effects from the rise in energy prices and cost-push inflation
start to filter into core-CPI readings, the underlying drivers of inflation are likely to switch
from supply-side to growth, especially in H2 2022. Amid this more stable macroeconomic
background, pro-cyclical currencies are more likely to benefit; a view that is factored into
our NZD, SEK and EMFX forecasts.
In the US, for example, growth is estimated at 4% YoY in 2022. While this is a significant
downgrade from 2021’s 5.6% estimation, the solid growth projection comes after a
substantial removal of fiscal stimulus and uncertainty over further US spending on
infrastructure. Higher wages due to reduced labour market slack, a record level of
household wealth, and reduced concerns over the Covid environment should facilitate
higher levels of consumption, especially on services.
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Household wealth stands at record levels in the US following generous government
transfers and asset price inflation through the pandemic

Risks are tilted to a stronger dollar throughout the forecast horizon
The possibility of the Fed changing
course and becoming more hawkish
amid
the
current
inflationary
backdrop poses the largest and
most sustained upside risk to our
dollar forecasts across the entirety
of our forecast horizon. While the
risk of a more hawkish Fed is
currently priced into money market
indicators, front-end yields are yet
to share the sentiment.
Eurodollar futures are
now pricing an earlier and
more aggressive hiking
cycle from the Fed

Should the Fed signal an earlier start to
their hiking cycle and a steeper rate
trajectory in the coming quarters, the
rise in front-end rates will provide a
sustained tailwind for the broad dollar.
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Outside of monetary policy, fiscal developments pose the greatest near-term risks. While
the US debt ceiling was raised by $480bn to $28.88trn and extended, the time limit to the
extension in borrowing capacity means the risk of US default will rear its head again
towards year-end. Additionally, beyond default risk, markets will have to digest the
possibility that fiscal stimulus will cease in the US should the ceiling not be suspended
beyond 2021. This adds to concerns around the fiscal cliff, which is already taking shape
given the withdrawal of pandemic programmes. The impact for FX markets is largely
ambiguous, although recent experience of the debt ceiling debacle suggests this will
also be dollar positive.

“While on the one hand, markets are likely to take haven in
the dollar amid this risk, the reduction in fiscal stimulus
adds a headwind to US growth.”
The final prominent risk to our forecasts is inflation. Although price growth is expected to
be transitory, with inflation pressures easing around mid-2022, greater persistence in
inflation may continue to weigh on economic activity. The impact is two-fold. Firstly, it will
raise the prospect of tighter global monetary policy in 2022, and secondly, high price
growth will continue to destroy demand. Overall, if the current low growth and high
inflation environment extends far into 2022, the dollar is likely to remain buoyant.
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